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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

A thermoformed screw type closure of semi-rigid mate 
rial having a plurality of projections located between the 
uppermost point of the thread and the top‘ of the closure 
which is recessed to lie inwardly of the root of the thread 
to engage the neck of a container onto which the closure 
is to be applied. The projections deform upon screwing 
down of the closure onto the container producing a good 
seal and ?t and preventing the closure from backing off. A 
die is also disclosed for making closures of the foregoing 
type which utilizes the recessed portions of the closure as 
an aid in removing the closure from the die. 

RELATED APPLICATION 
In the copending application of Norman T. Exton, Ser. 

No. 599,433, ?led Dec. ‘6, 1966, now Pat. No. 3,482,725, 
which is assigned to the same assignee, a closure is dis 
closed which is made by vacuum or pressure forming, 
which can generically be called thermoforming. The 
closure of that application is formed of a sheet of plastic 
material of relatively uniform cross-section which is drawn 
into or over a forming mold. In a speci?c embodiment of 
the invention, a thermoformed screw-type closure is de 
scribed and claimed. Also disclosed and claimed are sev 
eral speci?c forms of closures with integrally formed 
sealing rings which engage and seal the lip of a bottle. 
The present invention relates to improvements in 

closures of the same general type, made by vacuum or 
pressure forming (hereafter called thermoforming) as dis 
closed in the aforesaid application and also to improve 
ments in the machinery for the manufacture thereof. More 
speci?cally, in ‘accordance with the subject invention, a 
sheet of plastic material of substantially uniform cross 
section is thermoformed into a closure having a top and 
a downwardly depending skirt wall, the skirt wall being 
formed with a portion which is indented or stepped in 
from the remainder of the skirt wall. The step portion has 
a number of inwardly extending projections which engage 
the neck of the container onto which the closure is fas 
tened. 

In a preferred form of the invention, the closure is of 
the screw-type and is made of a semi~rigid plastic material 
whose skirt wall can ?ex, or bend, as well as the other 
portions of the closure. The stepped portion is located be 
tween the upper end of the thread and the closure top. The 
stepped portion is knurled to form a number of indented 
projections which extend into the central portion of the 
closure to a point beyond the root of the thread for a dis 
tance sufficient to engage the neck of the container which 
the closure is to seal. The projections of the knurled sec 
tion by engaging the container neck deform and are com 
pressed against the container neck making a tighter hold 
between the closure and the container. This is particularly 
important where two materials which are relatively slip 
pery with respect to each other are used, such as plastic 
to-gl-ass or plastic-to-plastic, and particularly in respect to 
the subject invention where the skirt wall of the closure 
is relatively thin and can bend. 

In accordance with another aspect of the invention, a 
novel mold is disclosed for making the closures of the sub 
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2 
ject invention. The mold is made of several pieces which 
permits a rapid and ready interchange of parts to produce 
closures having varying dimensions. The use of the stepped 
portion on the closure permits the closure to be more 
easily removed from the mold than if the portion of the 
closure above the end of its thread has a diameter sub~ 
stantially equal to or greater than the crest of the thread. 

It is therefore ‘an object of the present invention to pro 
vide a novel thermoformed closure having a number of 
projections for engaging the neck of the container which 
is to be sealed. . 

Another object is to provide a closure made of a de 
formable plastic material formed with an indented, or 
stepped, portion adjacent its upper end to engage the neck 
of ‘the closure thereby to provide a friction ?t which per 
mits torquing down of the closure onto the container 
with a greater force. 
An additional object is to provide a thermoformed 

closure of semi-rigid material having a number of projec 
tions for engaging the container, the projections being de 
formed as the closure is fastened to the container to pro 
vide a holding ?t between the two. 

Another object is to provide a mold for making thermo 
formed closures, the mold having a stepped portion ad 
jacent the closure top which facilitates in the removal of 
a ?nished closure from the mold. 
Other objects and advantages of the present invention 

will become more apparent upon reference to the follow 
ing speci?cation and annexed drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 is an elevational view shown partly broken away 
and partly in cross-section of a closure in accordance with 
the present invention fastened down onto a bottle; 

FIG. 2 is a fragmentary top view of the closure and 
bottle of FIG. 1 in cross-section along lines 2-—2 of FIG. 
1; and 
FIG. 3 is an elevational view in cross-section showing 

a novel mold for making the closure of the subject in 
vention. 

Referring to FIG. 1, there is seen the closure 10 of 
the subject invention which is fastened down onto the 
neck 32 of a container shown as a bottle 30. The bottle 
30 is of conventional construction and has a circumferen 
tial transfer ring 34 therearound which is used during 
manufacture and which also limits the downward travel 
of any closure which is placed onto the bottle. Located 
above the ring 34 in the neck area 32 is a thread 36, 
shown as being of the continuous type, the thread termi 
nating at its upper limit at a point 37 which is below the 
sealing lip 39 of the bottle. An unthreaded circumferen 
tial area 38 exists between the upper limit 37 of the 
thread and the sealing lip 39‘. The sealing lip 39 is a 
circumferential lip on the top of the neck 32 on which 
the top of the closure rests and makes a seal with the 
bottle. 

Considering now the closure, as shown in FIGS. 1 and 
2, the closure is made of a plastic material having a sub 
stantially uniform thickness. As distinguished from con 
ventional closures, which are formed by injection molding, 
the closure of the subject invention is made by a thermo 
forming technique. As explained above, the thermoform~ 
ing technique can be either pressure or vacuum forming 
in which a sheet of material is placed adjacent the mold 
and then the sheet is either sucked, or forced into the 
mold, or in combination sucked and forced into the mold, 
or drawn over the mold to achieve the desired shape. The 
use of thermoforming permits closures to be made in a 
simple and economical manner since sheet plastic material 
can be utilized and, in general, the molds and machinery 
for using this process are considerably cheaper than the 
molds and machinery for conventional and comparable 
injection molding processes. 
The material for the closure 10 can be any conventional 
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plastic material which can be thermoformed. Suitable 
materials are polyethylene, polypropylene, polystyrene, 
copolymers, blends, compounds plain and ?lled of thermo 
formable plastics, etc. One material which has been found 
to be advantageous is ABS (acrylonitrile-butadiene-sty 
rene). The range of preferred thicknesses for the sheet 
material used to form the closure is between about .010 
inch to about .045 inch for closures which have a skirt 
wall in the order of '97s to 1%; inch high. For closures with 
higher skirt walls, in the order of 5/s to 1% inch, material 
somewhat thicker than .045 is preferably used. The exact 
thickness depends upon the material used, the type of 
container to be sealed and other factors. In general, it 
has been found that closures made of sheet material of 
a thickness in excess of .045 inch require more material 
and more time per cycle to be formed than closures made 
of thinner sheet material. In any event, the material 
thickness is selected so that the closure is a semi-rigid as 
distinguished from a rigid structure in which the portions 
thereof Will bend or deform during application of the 
closure to the container with normal torquing force. 
The closure 10' is formed with a top 12 from which 

depends downwardly a generally cylindrical skirt wall 14. 
A screw thread 16 is formed in the skirt wall whose shape, 
pitch and height corresponds to the screw thread 36v on 
the bottle. The screw thread 16 terminates at an upper 
point 17 which is below the top 12 of the cap, this point 
17 generally corresponding to the upper limit 37 of the 
thread on the bottle. The bottom of the skirt wall termi 
nates in an outwardly extending ?ange or bead 19 Which 
can have any desired shape or outer diameter. The shape 
and size of the ?ange or bead can be controlled by the 
molding die. The size of the ?ange or bead also can be 
controlled by a cutting die which cuts the closure as it is 
on the forming mold or after it has been removed from 
the forming mold. 

Also formed in the top wall 12 is an annular ring 
depression 20. The ring 20 has its outer diameter at a 
point which lies substantially adjacent the inner edge of 
the lip 39 of the bottle. As will be described below, the 
purpose of the annular depression 20 is to provide an 
additional sealing area between the closure and the bottle. 
The area 24 of the closure skirt wall between the upper 

point of the thread 17 and the top 12 is stepped or in 
dented with respect to the closure thread 16. As seen in 
FIGS. 1 and 2, a number of inwardly extending projections 
22 are formed in the closure area 24. These projections 
are formed as part of a knurl and lie around the circum 
ference of the closure. The projections 22 are of such a 
size so that their innermost points 23 will engage the neck 
of the bottle in the clear neck area 38. To state it another 
way, the distance, or diameter, between the inner points 
23 of two diametrically opposed projections 22 is less 
than the outer diameter of the bottle neck in the area 38. 
This diametrical distance between two opposing projec 
tions 22 is also less than the diametrical distance of the 
root of the closure thread 16. In general, it has been found 
that the diametrical distance between projections 22 should 
be in the order of 5% to 20% less than the outer diameter 
of the bottle in the neck area 38‘. The exact ditference 
between the two varies in accordance with tolerance 
changes in the glass of the bottle. However, the optimum 
difference is selected primarily on the basis of how much 
torquing force is to be applied to tighten the closure onto 
the bottle to provide an adequate seal. 

It should be noted that the knurled area 24 of the 
closure of the subject invention does not correspond to the 
knurl which is present on metal closures. On metal clos 
ures, the inner projections of the knurl are not designed 
to engage the neck of the bottle. It is used primarily to 
provide a gripping surface for unscrewing the closure. 
The operation of the closure of the subject invention 

is described below. The closure is screwed down onto the 
thread 36 of the bottle in the conventional manner with 
the bottom of the thread 16 ?rst engaging and mating with 
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the top point 37 of the bottle thread. As the closure is 
turned in the proper direction to tighten, or torque, it 
down onto the bottle, the closure moves down onto the 
bottle until a point is reached where the projections 22 
on the top section of the closure start to engage the area 
38 of the bottle lip before the closure has been fully 
screwed down. As the tightening action continues and as 
the closure moves further down onto the bottle, a fric 
tional contact action takes place between the inner sur 
faces 23 of the projections 22 and the area 38 of the 
bottle neck. Since the material forming the closure is 
compressible and resilient, the projections 22 are slightly 
deformed and compressed outwardly as the screwing 
down action continues giving some resistance to the torqu— 
ing action. The amount of deformation is determined by 
the difference in the diametrical distance between projec 
tions 22 and the outer diameter of the neck area 38. This 
action continues until the closure is fully seated onto 
the bottle neck with the top of the closure thread 17 
located at the upper exremity 37 of the bottle thread and 
the top 12 of the closure seated on the neck sealing lip 39. 
The projections 22 can have different shapes to suit a 

variety of conditions. For example, for more resilient ma 
terials such as high density polyethylene and polypropyl 
ene, a tri-angular cross-section projection 22 provides 
somewhat more resistance to torquing than a semi-circu 
lar cross-section. For more rigid materials, for example 
such as polystyrene and ABS, a semi-circular or semi 
elliptical cross-section for the projections 22 would make 
them somewhat more resilient, and thereby give more 
resistance to torquing, than using a triangular cross 
section. 
As should be apparent, due to the inner surfaces 23 

of the projections 22 contacting the area 38 of the bottle 
neck as the closure is being screwed down onto the bottle, 
the tightening action of the closure will require some 
what more force to tighten it down onto the bottle than 
if these projections 22 were not provided. However, the 
amount of extra force required is not unduly large. Once 
the seat is made the closure will have greater holding 
power than if the projections were not present since the 
projections 22- are compressed and prevent the closure 
from backing off. This is particularly advantageous in 
closures of the type contemplated by the subject inven 
tion where the sheet plastic materials are somewhat more 
“slippery" in nature than the end result of an injection 
molded closure. Since the skirt wall of the closure 10 is 
not rigid, it can deform due to irregularities in size or 
shape of the bottle thread resulting in an improper seat 
of the closure. These effects are compensated for by the 
projections 22 which have a holding force of their own 
irrespective of the thread con?guration of the bottle. This 
is particularly true when the closure is used with con 
tainers of plastic material whose necks are also» not rigid. 
The use of the projections 22 also provides a tighter 

seal for the outside diameter of the bottle neck which 
permits the top 12 of the closure to be brought down 
more and held more ?rmly onto the lip 39‘ of the bottle. 
Use of the projections 22. also prevents “doming.” of 

the closure. Since the closure is not a rigid structure, 
excess force used in screwing down the closure ontothe 
container or screwing it down too far will cause the top 
12 of the closure to bow outwardly from the bottle 
sealing lip 39 into a generally convex shape. This bowing 
is called “doming.” Of course, in rigid cap structures, 
this doming does not occur. 
The presence of the knurled indented section 24-, with 

its inward projections 22, alleviates or eliminates doming. 
The knurled section 24 provides a su?iciently tight ?t 
between the closure and the bottle so that the user does 
not have to torque down the closure onto the bottle, 
before a tight ?t between the two is obtained, by a dis 
tance which would cause the doming to occur. Also, the 
projections 22, since they deform outwardly, give some 
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expansion area for the upper portion of the closure 
as it is fully torqued down onto the bottle. 

Considering now the depressed ring 20 on the top 12 
of the closure, as should be apparent, when the closure 
is fully tightened onto the bottle neck the inner edge of 
the lip 39 engages the sealing ring 20. Due to the fact 
that the material of the closure is resilient, the ring 20 
will be crushed or deformed slightly thereby providing 
an additional sealing area at the inner edge of the bottle 
lip. If the inner diameter of the bottle lip 39 is smaller 
than what is shown in FIG. 1, then the inner edge of 
the lip 39 will engage the sealing ring 20 more towards 
the center of the closure. This will still provide sealing 
in view of the deformable nature of the material forming 
the ring 20. 
The stepped, knurled area 24 of the closure 10 pro 

vides an additional manufacturing advantage which will 
become more apparent upon consideration of \FIG. 3. 
Here, a die 48 is shown for making the closure 10 of 
FIGS. 1 and 2. The die 48 is formed of separate pieces 
which are held within a socket 50. A thread ring 52 is 
located at the top of the die in which is formed a thread 
54 for making the thread 16 of the closure. Located 
below the thread ring 52 is a knurl ring 56 in which is 
formed the knurled area 24 of the closure of FIG. 1. The 
die is completed by a top disc piece 58 which forms the 
top 12 for the closure. The ring 20 for the closure is 
formed by the ring 59 of the top disc 58. 
As seen, the top disc 58 has a number of passages 60 

therein which communicate with a recessed area 61 in 
the back of the top disc 58. 
The die 48 and the socket 50 rest on a plate '62‘ which 

has a central passage 64 therein in communication with 
the top disc recessed area 161. The plate 612 in turn rests 
on a block 64 which would be located in the molding 
machine. The block 64 also has a passage 66 which com 
municates with the passage 64 in the plate 62. 

In making the closure, a sheet of plastic material is 
laid on top of socket 50. A reduced pressure is supplied 
to the passage 66 and, at the same time, the die and/or 
the sheet material is heated. The reduced pressure ap 
plied through passages 66, '64, 6'1 and ‘60 sucks the 
plastic material into the cavity formed by the three 
pieces 54, 56 and 58 of the die so that the closure is 
formed. After the closure is formed, another cutting die 
comes down to cut the closure around its edges to form 
the lip 19. As should be apparent, this forming opera 
tion is carried out simultaneously with a number of dies 
so that a number of closures are made at the same time. 
The mold 48 formed of the three pieces permits rapid 

changes in the dimensions of the closures being manu 
factured. For example, if only the thread shape is to 
be changed between two closures, it is only necessary 
to change the thread ring 52 instead of making an en 
tirely new die with a different thread. The same holds 
true with respect to the knurl ring 56 if the diameters 
of the projections 22 have to be changed for a different 
bottle neck size. As should be apparent, this is a con 
siderably more economical arrangement than providing 
separate dies for each change of only one, or several, 
of the major dimensions of the closure. 

After a closure is formed in a die 48‘ it must be re 
moved. This can be accomplished in a number of ways. 
It is possible to blow out the closure by applying pres 
sure through the conduit 66. This technique can work 
with the closure of the subject application since the 
closure is not a rigid structure and it is possible for the 
walls thereof to deform. However, this technique has in 
general been found to ‘be not entirely satisfactory. A 
more positive arrangement for removing the closure from 
the die is to either strip it out or unscrew it out. Since 
the closure is a resilient structure, it is possible to pull 
it directly out of the die without unscrewing it. As an 
alternative to this, a force can be applied to the top of 
the closure as it lies in the die to push it out of the die. 
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It should be apparent that where it not for the recessed 
section 24 on the die that such an operation would be 
di?icult, if not impossible, since if the section 24 of the 
closure were as wide, if not wider than the threaded area 
crests T6 in the die, the closure could not be removed. I Y 
A closure can also be unscrewed from the die. Here, 

again, the recessed area 24 becomes important since if 
the area 24 has the same diameter as between the roots 
of the thread 16, the closure could not ‘be unscrewed from 
the die. 
The closures of the present invention can be manufac 

tured by either suction or pressure forming techniques 
or a combination of suction and pressure forming tech 
niques from a sheet of material. In a pressure forming 
technique, a female cavity mold is used and the sheet 
material is softened, such as by heating it. Pressure is 
then applied to the upper surface of the sheet to force 
it down into the mold cavity where the closures are 
formed. The individual closures are then cut, preferably 
by a die, where a multi-cavity mold is used. A combina 
tion of suction and pressure forming also can be used 
where pressure is applied to the upper surface of the 
material sheet and suction applied through the die to 
suck the material in. 

In any of the forming techniques described above, 
“assist” members also can be used to and in producing 
the closures. The assist members take the shape of a 
plug for each cavity which is of somewhat smaller diam 
eter than the diameter of the cavity. The plug is pressed 
down on the upper surface of the sheet and forces the 
softened material down into the cavity. This is especially 
useful in the manufacture of closures with high skirt 
walls. 
As should be apparent, a novel thermoformed closure 

has been described which is simple to manufacture and 
has advantages with respect to cost and effectiveness. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A closure thermoformed from a sheet of semi-rigid 

plastic material of substantially uniform thickness and 
adapted to seal the neck of a container having a first 
portion of a predetermined diameter adjacent the lip of 
the container, said closure being deformable and having 
a skirt wall depending downwardly from a substantially 
?at top portion, a screw thread on said skirt wall for 
fastening said closure to a mating screw thread on said 
container, and a ring-shaped portion formed on said skirt 
wall between the top of the screw thread and said top 
portion, said ring-shaped portion being substantially ver 
tical with respect to said ?at top portion and extending 
inwardly from the major portion of said skirt wall and 
having formed thereon a plurality of inwardly extending 
projections whose innermost edges de?ne a circle having 
a diameter less than said predetermined diameter of ?rst 
portion of said container for engaging the neck of said 
container at said portion of predetermined diameter 
whereby said projections are deformed upon said en 
gagement with said container ?rst portion as said pro 
jections engage the same. 

2. A closure as in claim 1 wherein said projections 
extend inwardly into the interior of the closure to a 
point beyond the valley of said thread to engage the 
container first portion. 

3. A semi-rigid closure thermoformed from a sheet 
of plastic material of substantially uniform thickness and 

- adapted to seal the neck of a container having a portion 
of a predetermined diameter adjacent the lip of the con 
tainer, said closure having a resilient skirt wall depending 
downwardly from a top portion and a thread on said 
skirt wall for fastening said closure to said container, 
and a plurality of means extending inwardly from said 
skirt wall for engaging the neck of said container at said 
portion of predetermined diameter, said plurality of en 
gaging means being located between the upper end of 
said thread and the top of said closure with the distance 
between any two substantially diametrically opposed en 
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gaging means being less than the diameter of said pre 
determined diameter portion of said container, said en 
gaging means being deformed upon said engagement. 

4. A closure as in claim 3 wherein said engaging means 
is in the form of a knurled step located ‘between the top 
of the closure and the top of the thread, the inwardly 
extending portions of said knurls forming said plurality 
of engaging means. I 

5. A closure as in claim 3 wherein the diametrical dis 
tance between two projections is in the range of 5% to 
20% less than said predetermined diameter. 

6. A closure as in claim 5 wherein the thickness of 
the skirt material from which the closure is made is in 
the range of from .010 to .045 inch. 
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